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The "proprietors" of brands must be connected more than ever 
with the wishes and demands of their consumers, since today the 
limit between the owner and the fan is often not as clear as it 
seems a priori, and the consequences of ignoring this can be 
disastrous for equity and the business.
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The evolution of a brand's business, however much economic support or potential opportunity it 
may represent, must not only be born from and respond to shareholder needs, but must reflect and 
be part of a new situation in which consumers are less passive, increasingly demanding and with a 
greater weight in strategic decisions.  

THE GREAT STRATEGIC TAKEOUT
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Because in these times, when brands are redefining the value 
they want to transmit to society, this discussion is vital to avoid 
mistakes that can negatively impact equity and the business. 

WHY SHOULD I READ THIS?
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WHY IT IS INTERESTING?

Recently, a process intensified by COVID, consumers 
have assumed a central role in the day-to-day life of 
brands and their demands and participation are greater 
than some years ago.  

Brands are being significantly examined and are 
required to provide value, as well as selling. This means, 
among other things, that they embrace a "cultural role", 
develop points of view and take actions that identify, 
involve and connect with new consumers. 

Society as a whole expects any intervention, innovation 
or movement by brands to be truthful and pursue a 
better world.

For this reason, the announcement of the European Super 
League, which was born with the aim of presenting a "new 
order in football", had a negative impact of such magnitude 
that it highlighted the risk of making such large-scale 
decisions without even considering the opinion of fans or 
consumers. 

This example shows that when there is a disconnection 
between economic owners and consumers, the results can 
affect not only the brand's equity (clubs in this case) but also 
the potential business (the proposed Super League). 

The negative impact of the attempt to build "new value" has 
been such that supporters of all the clubs involved have 
publicly expressed their discontent, as they consider that a 
movement of this kind is not attractive, honest or fair and they 
have forced the clubs to reverse their decision. 
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WHY IT IS INTERESTING?

This is when we ask ourselves:  

Are the economic proprietors really the brands' only 
owners and final decision-makers?  

Have fans or consumers taken on a new active role that 
positions them as "co-owners"?  

What happens when consumers do not perceive real 
value in shareholders' decisions? 

While consumers have never historically made 
unilateral decisions for brands, have the ‘masters’ now 
lost the power they used to have? 

The answers to some of these questions may be summed up 
in the new chant that fans of one of the largest clubs in 
Europe recently popularised, when they prevented a game 
from being played because they were opposed to the arbitrary 
decisions of their club's "owners":  

“We decide when you will play" 

This seems to be just the beginning of a new reality that raises 
big questions as to what it means to be an owner today, what 
kind of decisions can be made and what kind of liberties 
taken. 
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LINKS AND WHAT TO FOCUS ON
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https://www.theguardian.com/football/european-super-league 

https://www.theguardian.com/football/2021/apr/24/spain-italy-england-fans-
chelsea-european-super-league-esl 

https://www.nytimes.com/es/2021/04/23/espanol/superliga-europea.html 

• Spontaneous reaction of the target/consumer when they see 
themselves as pushed around or ignored. 

• Unbalanced value proposition (the perceived value is diametrically 
opposed for "issuer" and "receiver"). 

• How to reach and connect with the public: form and content.
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The search for real, true 
connections with consumers. 
Making the target a key player 
in the present and future of 
brands.  

For a brand to be relevant, 
connect with truth and bring 
value, consumers must feel 
part of it, of its decisions, 
innovations and proposals.

Redefining the role of consumers as a 
brand asset. 

Reviewing the level of consumer inclusion 
and participation in business decisions 
(not only to validate the development of a 
pack or communication, for example) 

Determining the links and 
communication between "owners" and 
"target".

Any brand in any category. 
Consumers want to be 
involved and "own" everything 
that is "part" of their lives.

WHAT TENSION DOES IT RELIEVE? WHO MIGHT BE INTERESTED?
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WHAT IS THE UNDERLYING NEED? STRATEGIC OPPORTUNITIES:
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I'M INTERESTED IN IT FOR MY BRAND. TELL ME MORE!

This content comes from The Hunter's strategic 
inspiration tank. If you would like to know how over 15 
years of research and mapping enable us to make 
strategic recommendations that are innovative and 
culturally relevant, please get in touch with us.

I WANT TO KNOW MORE
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Strategic Inspiration

The Catch is The Hunter's strategic think tank, via which the 
inspiration needed to take the best strategic decisions is shared in 

the form of resources, content and original ideas, which can be 
understood easily and applied immediately.
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